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ABSTRACT
Afghanistan is experiencing problems of general education ■
and art education.

In order to accomplish the development of art

education, more must be learned about ethnic groups and about their
different cultures, languages and environment. The organizational
studies and collection of data concerning art education in Afghanistan
needs to be divided into several types of programs, according to the .
specific needs of different groups.
As the various esoteric and traditional dimensions of
Islam developed in Afghanistan, the need for a practical system of
teaching, learning., and preserving their religious, scientific, and
cultural heritage is felt among the established groups of scholars
and teachers. By applying the criteria of American educators to
the problems of art education in Afghanistan, its educational
standards and status of art education will be greatly improved.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
There is little systematic research material on education in
Afghanistan' available and research material on art education in .
Afghanistan is almost nonexistent.

The aims of this investigation

are three-fold: the first is to explain the development of art and
art education in the society of Afghanistan; the second.is to ex
plain the development of art education within the contemporary edu
cational system; and the third is to examine the major trends in
the development of Afghan art education curricula, and describe
recommendations toward improving the quality of future artistic
and educational programs in Afghanistan.

Many of -these recommenda

tions will be taken from current American art education and adapted
to educational needs in Afghanistan.
In order to accomplish the stated goals, it is essential,
therefore, to place this discussion on the subject of art education
in a broad cultural-historical, framework. This work will provide us
with a brief account of the political history of the territorial
entity presently known as Afghanistan, and the consequent social and
cultural context which has influenced the development of art over
many centuries.

1

Political History of Afghanistan
The. contemporary Republic of Afghanistan consists of 250,000
square miles with a population of 18 million.
Afghanistan is located in central Asia, bordered hy the Soviet
Union to the north, Iran to the west and Pakistan to the south and
east.

Afghanistan also shares a 60 kilometer border with the

Peoples Republic of China to the northeast.
From the earliest periods, Afghanistan has been on. the path of
repeated large scale population migrations, expanding empires, and
major trade routes between Europe, the Near East, China and the
Indian subcontinent. Recent archaeological evidence from. Afghanistan
has revealed the presence of cultural materials dating from the
Upper Paleolithic periods (30,000 to 50,000 B.C.) to the Neolithic
and Iron Age some 2,000 years ago -(lIL., Dupree 1974, Rahel 1975 ).
According to the Rig Veda, the earliest name for Afghanistan
was Bactria. In the texts of the Avesta the region!s known as
Aryana, homeland of the Aryans, the ancestors of most of the present
populations of Iran, Afghanistan and the Indian subcontinent.

The

Aryan tribes are believed to have made their way through Afghanistan
from the north on their way to India and Iran during the 13th century
B.C., These early Bactrians developed and nurtured early Hindu be
liefs, Mazda!sm and Zoroastrianism.
Alexander the Great introduced Hellenistic culture to Bactria
during his central Asian expedition in the 4th century B.C., result
ing in a new cultural synthesis being achieved between the 4th and
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1st centuries B.C.
Bactrian.

This new’.integrated, culture was known as Graeco-

During the 2nd and 1st centuries B .C.., the territory was

fought over by the Seleueids, the Graeeo-Baetrians, the Parthians,
the Indians of the Mauryan dynasty, and finally claimed by the Indo- Greek empire which was ruled from the capital in the Punjab.

A new

influx-of Iranian tribes from Eastern Turkistan under the leadership
of the Kushan, who adopted Buddhism as their official region, con
tributed to the development of the Graeco-Indian culture. Weakened
by the expanding Persian Sasanian empire, the Kushan rule finally
fell to the Hephthalites, or White Huns, at the end of the 4th ■
century A.D.

From the 5th to the 7th centuries, independent petty

dynasties, such as the Ratbil kings of Kabul and other princes who
showed allegiance to the Sasanid rule, ruled.different parts of the
country (Wilbur 1962).
By 700 A.D., a large number of Turkic tribes, most of them
fleeing from, the expanding Chinese empire, had moved into northern
Afghanistan.

The Chinese Tang dynasty claimed sovereignty' over many

small kingdoms both north and south of the Hindu-Kush.mountains.
About the. same time, Muslim armies began to invade Afghanistan from
the west.

Although Arab armies occupied, the cities•of Kabul, Herat

and Balkh during the latter part of the 7th century, it was not
until the second invasion attempt during Oaffarid period at the end
of the 9th century, that Islam made any headway to the south of the
Hindu-Kush mountains. Then,, during the Samanid dynasty (892-999),
the regions of Siestan, Khurasan, Transoxiana, Bukhara, Samarkand,

■ v.' ■
.
'■
Merv and Balkh were incorporated into one political entity
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(Wilbnr 1962,. Rahil 1975).
In 962 A.D., a new Turkic dynasty was established by one
Alptegin in the city, of Ghazni in- central Afghanistan.. This dynasty
cane to be known as the Ghaznarid and lasted for more than a century.
During the reign of its most able ruler, Sultan Mahmood, the Ghaznavid
domain extended from Kurdistan in the west to Kashmir in the east and
from Amu Darya in the north to the Ganges in the south.

The middle

of the 12th century saw a weakening, of the. Ghaznavid power due to
the Saljuk Turks in the north and the Ghurid dynasty which emerged
from an area to the southeast of Herat.

The Ghaznavid capital city

of Ghazni was destroyed.by the Ghurids when they established them
selves in Delhi where they ruled until the 13th century, when most
of the urban centers of Afghanistan were destroyed by the invading
armies of Ghengis Khan and incorporated into the Mongol empire.

Much

of the country remained depopulated and in ruins for many centuries.
Some 200 years later, further destruction was brought to the cities
of Afghanistan by a Turkic conqueror, Timur or Timerlane, on his way
to India.

Soon after his death in 1405, however, his successors .

founded the Timurid dynasty in Herat and rebuilt the city as beauti
ful Samarkand, the capital.of Timur's empire. In fact, under
Timur's son, Shah Rukh, and his grandson, Ulugh Beg, Herat became
the intellectual center of Asia before the Timurid dynasty was
brought down.by the Tartar Shaybanids. in 1500 A.D. (Wilbur 1962,
Rahil 1975).

One hundred years after.the death of Timerlane, a young .
descendant of his known as Babur conquered Kabul and claimed control
over the empire of Timerlane.

Faced with little, success in attempt

ing to win control of Turkistan from his Uzbek compatriots, Babur
turned his efforts toward the. conquest of Delhi. He captured the
city from the Ludi dynasty of Afghans in 1526 and established the
Moghul dynasty in India, which continued for over 300 years.
From the 16th through the 13th centuries different powers
claimed and controlled parts of Afghanistan.. The western region of
Herat and Sistan was claimed by Persia,- Kabul and Kandahar were con
trolled by the Moghul emperors and the Uzbek Khanates of Central Asia
controlled the northern regions with the exception of Badakhshan
which reamined an independent Tajik.principality.
The control of Kandahar, however, frequently shifted between
the Persian and Moghul powers.

These frequent power changes provided

an opportunity for dissension and intrigue to the Pashtun tribes, and
eventually led to inter-tribal conflicts between the two populous
Pashtun tribes, the Ghilzai and Sadozai. The Sadozai favored Persian
rule and the Ghilzai favored Maghul rule.
The Sadozai, also known as Abdali, were active in the creation
of the vast empire of the Persian king Nadir AfShar. One Abdali .
chief, Ahmad .Khan -Sadozai, rose to a high position in the army of
Nadir Shah Afshar, and following the king's assassination, in 1747
Ahmad Khan, together with a number of Pashtun troops, seized a
treasure convoy, and retreated to Kandahar where Ahmad.Khan was
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elected as chief of all the Pashtun tribes.

He proclaimed inde

pendence from all the other powers and called the name of his new . .
state Afghanistan.

Most of the territories which make up the

present country acknowledged his sovereignty or were brought under
his control by military conquests.
Amad Khan, now known as Amad Shah, made the city of Kandahar
his capital and used wars upon foreign powers to raise revenues,
instead of taxes. Ahmad Shah Abdali (Durrani) is known for being
the founder of modem Afghanistan because he laid the basis for the
present Pashtun hegemony (Wilbur 1962, Adamec 1970).
Upon Ahmad Shah Durrani's death in 1773, his son, Timur Shah,
inherited the kingdom.

Because he was not as politically minded as

his father, Timur Shah lost the territories of Kashmir, Punjab and
Sind, as well as the Turkistan region to the north of the Hindu-Kush
mountains.

The capital of Afghanistan was officially and permanently

moved to Kabul, a predominantly Tajik speaking area, because of
Pashtun inter-tribal conflicts in Kandahar.
. Local and regional rivalries were overshadowed in the early
19th century by the century-long, confrontations between the colonial
powers of Britain and Russia.

These confrontations had a very pro

found effect on the political processes in Afghanistan;
Between 1819 and 1826 civil war broke out among the elders of
the ruling Pashtun tribe.

The result of this war was that the

Sadozai. clan of the Durrani tribe lost control of the country to the
Barakzai clan of the. same tribe . Dost Mohammad became the new ruler

and reigned from 1826 to 1839.

Near the end of Dost Mohammad's

reign, the British captured. Kabul and thus began the First AngloAfghan War (1838-1842).
Dost Mohammad returned to the throne at the end of the war
and ruled until his death in 1863, which left several sons, to fight
over the empire.

Three of the sons (Sher Ali, Mohammad Afzal and

M. Azam) held the throne from 1863 to.1879, when the internal situ- .
ation fostered the return of the British/military to Kabul resulting
,in the beginning of the Second Anglo-Afghan War which lasted until
1880.

A British victory in the war brought one Abdur Rahman to the

Kabul throne and British control over Afghanistan-s foreign policy
until 1919.
Modern.Afghanistan began to. take shape during the rule of
Abdur Rahman and later, under his son, Habibuliah. During this same
period, and with the active participation of the British, most of
the northern, southern and southeastern boundaries were demarcated.
Abdur Rahman, also known as "Iron Amir," institutionalized the
monarchy, organized an army and, through force and intrigue, paei- .
fied the numerous tribes and principalities throughout the country.
Habibuliah followed his father's ideas and allowed new and modern
thoughts to enter the: country through the establishment of schools
(L. Dupree 1974). ■ ■
Upon the assassination of Habibuliah in 1919, his son,
Amanullah, ascended the Afghan throne and declared the third and
final Anglo-Afghan War, also known as the War of Independence.

-
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After gaining independence1 for Afghanistan,; he instituted extensive
programs of reform, and modernization in the country.

These reforms

led to rebellions and tribal uprisings which.forced Amanullah. to
abdicate the throne and go into.exile in 1919.

Nine months of civil

war and chaos followed Amanullah's exile (Poullada 1973).
A cousin of Amanullah's and one of his able generals, named
Nadir Shah, brought an end to the civil war near the end of 1929
and became King of Afghanistan1. Nadir Shah introduced a slow and
calculated Unification program, created a national assembly of
tribal chiefs and religious leaders, and thus saved the monarchy.
Nadir Shah's new programs included, the establishment of modern edu
cation and communication systems.
In 1933 young: Zahir Shah took the throne when his father was
assassinated.

Zahir Shah ruled the country with the help of several

uncles and other members of the royal family. .During King Zahir's
reign a. strong and. loyal army and more detribalization were achieved.
For the first time, there was a strong centralized government and
reforms, were introduced into all aspects of national life, particu
larly into the educational, system.
King Zahir's rule and the Afghan monarchy ended in July 1973
when a military coup was led by the king's first cousin and former
Prime Minister, Mohammad Daoud, who proclaimed the country to be a
republic.
On April 27, 1978, there, was a progressive coup against the
Republic of Afghanistan.

After approximately 24 hours of fighting.

President Daoud, his.brothers and several of his cabinet.members.
were killed.

The revolutionaries changed the name of the country to

the "Republic of Democratic Afghanistan."

Afghan Social and Cultural Climate
The influence of the turbulent and conflictr-ridden political
history of Afghanistan is most evident in the heterogeneity of its
population.

Modem Afghanistan is truly a pluralistic society com

posed of diverse racial, linguistic, religious,, and sectarian
(i.e., ethnic-cultural) groups.
Approximately half of Afghanistan-s population is of Iranian
stock, speaks Pashtu and is tribally organized..

These Pashtuans are

pastoral nomads, settled agriculturalists and urban dwellers. They
have had a firm political control over most of the country for
nearly a century and are presently the largest political force in
-Afghanistan.
The second largest group of people in Afghanistan is composed
of Dari-speaking people made up.of-two general racial groups and.
religious sectarian affiliations. :The first group is of Iranian
stock and are referred to as Tajik or Farsiwan, depending on the
locale. These'people adhere to Sunni Islam and are predominantly.
village agriculturalists and urbanites. The second group of the
Dari-speaking population include the Hazara, Qizilbash and Aimaq
tribes, all of whom have Mongoloid features.

The. Hazara and

Qizilbash adhere to Shi's Islam and are the descendants of the armies
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of the; Mongols and Nadir Afshar of Persia, respectively.

The Almaqs,

however, are Sunni Muslims. Both the Hazara and, the Aimaq occupy
the marginal mountainous areas of central and northwestern Afghani
stan.

The Qizilhash served the Afghan government bureaucracy and

as a result are mostly city dwellers.
The third largest group of people in Afghanistan is the
Turkic speaking population composed of the Uzbek, Qazaq, Turkmen and .
Kirghiz.

These people are predominantly village agriculturalists,

craftsmen and some nomadic pastoral!sts. All of them live in
Afghan Turkistan to the north of the Hindu-Kush mountains. All of
the Turkic groups follow the Sunni Islam religion.
-There are other small linguistic and cultural groups repre
sented in Afghanistan, such as the Baluch, Brahui, Arab, Hindu,
Nuristani, Gujar, Sikh, Jew, Wakhi, Shighni, Ishkashimi and other
minority groups.

■

This study is particularly concerned with describing the
educational developments during the first three-quarters of the
20th century since the reign of Abdur Rahman.

Afghanistan's turbu

lent political history,- reflected in the existence of diverse lin
guistic, cultural, and religious-sectarian population elements, has
had a profound effect on the development of educational programs
and their effective implementation.

CHAPTER 2

.

EDUCATION IN AFGHANISTAN

.

Traditional Education
Traditional education in ancient Afghanistan was mainly based
on Buddhist, Zoraosterian, and Islamic scriptures and other texts,
dealing with the same religious and ethnical values. The ancient
Afghanistan/ the birthplace of Mahayana Buddhism and Zoraosterian!am,
founded its traditional educational system on the moral, esthetic,
social and practical.values derived from the scriptures of these two
major religions.

These values, passed down by monks, religious

scholars, and monasteries, pervaded the various phases of Afghan
social and private lives until the coming of Islam in the 7th century.
Islam in its infancy was a less sophisticated religion than any of
the former two, but in the conquered lands of -Iran and Afghanistan,
it found its.most perceptive scholars and historic teachers, such as
Al-Ghazali, Al-Farabi, Aviceena, Rumi, and many others. After the
Persians and the Afghans embraced Islam, they turned it into a
versatile system of belief, law, action, and result. Under the
Islamic system, they introduced Greek philosophy and medicine,
astronomy, science, letters, mathematics, geography, and other prac
tical skills and instructions. As the various esoteric and tradi
tional. dimensions of Islam developed in Afghanistan, the need for a
11
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practical system of teaching, learning, and preserving this religions,
scientific, and cultural heritage was felt among the established
groups of religious scholars and teachers..
Before turning to Islamic education in Afghanistan,, a brief
history of traditional education in relation to Buddhist and Zoraosterian scriptures, which had been read and practiced among the
eastern and northwestern parts of the country before the' conquest of
Islam in the 7th century should be presented.

The earliest form of

education in Afghanistan can be traced to Brahmanic teachings of the
Vedic texts and the related commentaries. Memorization of the Medic
text was considered a moral obligation upon the. believers, and its
teaching and transmission into the past formed the continuing function
of the Brahmans. The institutions which provided facilities and
preserved.the system of transmission were mostly monasteries and the .
courts of religious patron and kings. All other forms of knowledge,
such, as astronomy, law, .rituals, and politics, were derivative.
Indeed the Yedas were the only reliable source and reference, but
eveiy other form of knowledge was subordinate and derivative of the
original Vedic source (Eimi I960).
With the Zoraosterian system of education, based on the say
ings. of Zarathustra (Gathas) and three other parts dealing with the
philosophical, moral, and practical teachings, we have a different
type of education, not different in method and form, but in content.
Zoraoster places more emphasis on the noble farmers rather than on
the ascetic group for the earth is considered holy, productive, and
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clean.Man therefore is required to keep the earth clean, and pure.
The major elements that Zoraosterian texts emphasize and sanctify
are fire,, water, and earth. .Zoraosterian!sm does not indulge in
asceticism and metaphysics, as does Buddhism,, hut it has a sophisti
cated system of dualism.

On the whole, Zoraosterian monks and

teachers emphasized.the values of agriculture and pastoral life more
than did Buddhism and/or even Islam in Afghanistan.'
.
With the development of Islam as the center, around which
other forms of sciences and skills expanded, a more organized type
of education began to emerge in Afghanistan.

The more people wanted

to read Koran in the original, the more this system of education,
based on grammar, semantics, logic, and prosody, developed and became,
widespread throughout Afghanistan and Iran.

Learning the language

of the Book;(Koran) was almost considered a religious requirement
among the non-Arabs., Because of this, early Islamic education was
more concerned with grammar and other aspects of linguistics than
anything else. For more serious students of the religion, four main,
branches of Islam were, taught: (l) Koran, (.2) Hadith (the sayings
of the Prophet), (.3) Sharia (.Islamic laws), and (4) Koranic commen
taries . Any theologian, judge, imam (.priest), or any one belonging
to the higher religious hierarchy;was required to have a satisfactory
knowledge of all these.

Memorization and recitation were applied to

the learning of Koran and Hadith.

Various forms of inductive and

deductive logic, analogy, reasoning, and rationalization;were applied
to the understanding of Sharia or Islamic laws. But laws were always

studied in the light of Koran and Hadith, and logic was supposed to
support them, not to argue against them.
In addition to these four branches of Islamic studies,
astronomy, algebra, chemistry, mathematics, Greek philosophy,
medicine, and literature were also taught in major cities, such as
Herat, Ghazna, Balkh, Bukhara, and Merv.

.Although the major Islamic

colleges (madrasas) were located in Iraq in the 8th and 9th centuries,
Herat and Ghazna became the centers of art and literature during the
period between the 10th and 15th centuries in Afghanistan.

During

this time a spirit of nationalism dominated art and letters which
resulted in a renaissance in Herat. Arabic language was replaced
by the vernacular (Persian).

Art and painting began to reflect

Buddhist, Avestan, and Chinese influences, and there was an increas-.
ing popular interest in reading Dari (Afghan Persian Language)
poetry and prose than Arabic texts. Behzad, the greatest miniature
artist, and Jarai, the last great classical poet and critic in Afghan
and Persian literature, belong to this period.

In Ghazna, Sultan

Mahmud ruled in the 10th century. It is said that he accommodated
400 poets, men of letters, and artists at his court. As artistic,
literary, and intellectual progress emerged in Afghanistan, educa
tional institutions also appeared, and methods of better learning
and understanding developed (51ml I960).
At first, madrases (religious colleges) and seminaries
assumed religious educational responsibilities.

Seminaries (or

mosque schools) were popular in almost every city, town, and even

■
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villages. They intended to teach Koran, Hadith, some fundamental
aspects of Islamic laws, and poetry or prose which had some didactic
.message.

Seminaries still exist in Afghanistan and provide the

children of pious families with.some religious background before
they go to the secular schools, Madrasas are higher religious
colleges' found in major cities. Madrasas train religious teachers,
judges, imams or mullas (priests), and religious scholars.

Like

seminaries, these religious institutions still exist in Afghanistan
and seem to develop side by side with the.secular colleges. To be
able to compete with' the secular education, seminaries and madrasas
are equipping themselves with modern and flexible religious out
looks , and even go so far as to include secular subjects' and foreign
•languages in their curricula. .
Modern Education.
Modem education, in Afghanistan can be dated from the rule
of King Amanullah (1919-1929).

During this time, Turkish army

officers, teachers, and doctors were invited to come into, the country
to teach Afghans. In the following reign of Nadir Shah's (1929-1933)
and for several years during Zahirshah.'s'reign (1933-1973), the
Turks continued to influence Afghan education.

The descendants of

Mohammad Zai were mostly educated in France, with the result that.
they became interested in the French educational system.

■

The British influence on the Afghan educational system is
also strong because Afghanistan was under the rule of. British India

16.

from 1839-1919,

Furthermore, the British sent. Muslims from India

to teach the Afghans because of a mutual relationship of religion
and culture. Modern Afghanistan education shows the influences of
all of these systems: Buddhist,. Islamic, Turkish, French.and
British. ■
From the beginning, formal education in .Afghanistan has been •
centralized under the control of the government, especially of the
Ministry of Education.

The Ministry provided a comprehensive layout

for the general program and curriculum for all of the provinces.
But this kind of program did not help all students uniformly because
of their different languages, cultures and environment.
In.recent times, teams from UNESCO and Columbia. University .
in.New York in consultation with the Ministry of Education have been
active in trying to better the general educational system; while .
they were unable to change the system all over the country, they
brought about educational changes, in the Afghan capital, Kabul,
and in some important centers of the provinces. They suggested
the addition of some new subjects (i.e., creative art, handicrafts,
psychology), the practice of new methods of teaching, and the use
of objective tests as well.as essay tests.

Also, the UNESCO founda

tion established Teacher Training Colleges for promoting a modem
educational system.
Since education in Afghanistan has been so closely tied to
the religious systems, boys and girls do not attend the same schools.
In 1973, there were 1,749 village schools for boys and 245 village

'

schools

: .
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for girls; 1,126 primary schools for hoys and 169 for the

girls; 449 intermediate schools- for boys and 48 for girls; 162
high schools for boys and 28 for girls.

Altogether there were 3,520

schools for hoys and 491 schools for girls with a combined student
body of 760,249 (Danishyar 1974).
Women's Education 4
Islamic religion has respectable status ■for females. Further
more, it mandates that they should be educated.• From the beginning
of Islam, women studied in their houses. They were taught by their .
family members or their house teachers. The subjects which they
had to study were mostly religious studies and literature.
Women's education until 1920 was not formal.

In 1921,

during Amanullah's reign, Masturat School (especially for girls)
was established, but the country exploded into internal strife and
all schools were closed.
In 1946-1947, the Ministry of Education revised the teaching
program for girls' schools through a special educational commission.
In 1947 a women's teachers' training high school was established
as a separate and special institution.

When women's education

developed in Afghanistan, hundreds of elementary schools, and high
schools were established.

Also, hundreds of women are now studying

at the university level and in foreign countries.

Specific Aims for Afghan Education
The specific alias for Afghan education ape as follows;
1. To have quantity and quality- in education,

as well as. to '

have a good, educational structure.
2. To develop manpower according to the country's needs.
3* To establish basic and helpful primary and elementary
education programs,.
4. To promote.secondary education.
5. To develop centers for teacher training.
Policy of Education
The policy of education is as follows:
1.

The first eight years (nrimary education is necessary and
gratuitous.

2.

The education system is centralized under the Ministry of
Education, which has, however, delegated some rights to
the directors of education in the provinces.

3.

Finances: The government budget supports free education,
offers scholarships, and other helps for students.

4. Divisions:
a. 8 years for primary education (,1-8).
b . 4 years for secondary education (9-12 ).
c. 4 years for higher education (13-16).
5. Teacher trainings for:
a. Pre-school.
b . Elementary school.
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o. High -school.
d.

Teacher training centers.

6. Curriculum:

Must he made according to the country's' economy

and needs.
7. Educational materials: Must he available in.the-country and
be suitable for the curriculum.
8. Languages: Two' languages, Pashtu and. Dari (Persian), with
one foreign language, must be studied.
9. Evaluation:

Tests and examinations are helpful to get good

results from the classes.

Also, awards for the best students

will be given by the institutes.
10. Uneducated: The Ministry of Education will help them acquire,
some principles of heading and writing, which will be useful .
in their lives.
11. Balance:. The government tries to keep the balance, for equal,
education in all provinces.
12. Physical education: Mandatory as. one part of the schools'
curriculum.
13. Curriculum activities: Student activities include Boy Scouts,
and parents may form their own association.
14. The'government tries to open schools for workers and.people who have not completed their higher education.
15.. The Board of Education: Important policies, general problems,
including economics, and changes in curriculum are their
responsibilities.
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16.

Implementing educational reforms: Responsibility of
.Ministry of Education.

Organization of the-Ministry of Education .
The Minister of Education is the head of the educational
system in Afghanistan.

He has the power to make minor changes

anywhere in the country, but. if he wants to bring about fundamental
changes in education in the country, he has to appeal to the Cabinet.
The Ministry of Education organization is as follows;
First Deputy-.
Second Deputy
President of Administration
President of Planning
President.of Teachers' Training
President of Personnel
President of Boy Scouts
President of Physical Education
President of Elementary Education
President of Secondary Education
President of Supervision and Inspection
President of Vocational Education ■
President of the Pushto Academy
President of Textbook Projects
President of Health Education
President of Ladies Association.
Directors of Education (at 27 different provinces) .
General Curriculum for the Schools of Afghanistan

Village Schools
These classes and texts are used only in the village schools
for the purpose of establishing literacy for children.

The designa

tion of grades "one," "two," and "three," is not related to the
grades attended by students in the primary schools, which employ a
full educational curriculum.
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In the 1st grade, you have (a) village school textbook,
Book One, and (b) Selections for the Holy Koran "Baghdadi Para."
In the 2nd grade, it is the village school textbook, Book. Two, and
in the 3rd grade, village school textbook, Bock Three.
Tables 1-4 show the general curriculum for the schools of
Afghanistan.

Table;1.

Curriculum for the elementary schools (girls).

Subjects

1

Holy Koran
Theology
Persian
Pashtu
Mathematics and Geometry
General Studies and Health
History
' .
Geography
Child Development
Cooking and Home Economics
Sewing and Knitting
Drawing and Handicrafts
Geometry .
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Tailoring
Drawing
Arabic

.

2

3

Grades
5
4

2. 2
2:
2
2
2
13 11 11
0
0
0
4
4
4
0 . 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o1
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2 '2
1
1
1

2
2
6
3
4
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
1.

2
2
5
3
4
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1.

6
2
2
5
3
4
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1

7

■a

10 : 0
2.
2
3
4
3
3
2
2

3
2
2
2
2
2
1
2

■

2
2

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Table 2.

Curriculum for the high schools (girls).

Subjects

9

Theology
Pashtu
Persian
Foreign Language
History
Geography
Mathematics
Geometry
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Tailoring
Drawing
Arabic

2
3
4
6
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2

Grades
10 11

-

12

2
2
2
.3
3
3
5
5
4
6
6
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2 ' ’2
2
2- 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
.
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Table J. ^Pashtu speakers' ciirriculum- (boys).

Grades
Subjects
Holy Koran
Theology
Pashtu
Persian
Math &. Geom/Algebra
History
General Studies
Drawing. & Handicfts
Calligraphy
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
Geology
Arabic
Foreign Language
Morality & Icon.
Religion
Logic
Geography
Phys. Education
Morality & Phil.

1

2

. Scl. Math. Phil.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
12
12

4 •4
4 4 3 3 1 1 1
4 4 2 2 2 2 2
4
4
12 12 12 4 4 4 3 3 3
0
0
0. 5 5 5 3 3 3
4
4 -4 5:5 5 5 5 5
0
0
0 2 2: 2 2 2 2
0
0
0 2 2 2 0 0 0
3
3
3 2 2 2 1 1 1
4
4
4 2 2 2 0 0 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2
0
0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2,
0
0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2
0
0
0 0 0 0 6 6 6.
0 ■0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0 2 2 2 2 2 2
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
0
0
0 0. 0 0 0 0 0

0
2
4
3
,4
2.
0
0
0
3
3
0
3
0
6
0
O'.
0
2
1.
0
.

0
0
0
2
0
0
4
3
3
3
3
3
9
4. 4
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
3
4
3
3.
3
3 . 3
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 '4
4
0
0 : 0
2
0
0
2
0
■2
2
2
2
1
1. 1
0. 0 .
0

0
Q
5
4
3
2
0
0
0
3
2
2
0
0
4
0
2
2
2
1
5
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Table 4.

Persian speakers' curriculum, (boys).

Grades
1

Subjects

Holy Koran
Theology
Persian
Pashtu .
Math; & Geom/Algebra
HistoryGeneral Studies
Drawing & HandcftsCalligraphy
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
Geology
Arabic
Foreign Language
Morality & Econ.
Religion
Logic
Geography
Phys. Education
Morality & Phil.

2

Sci. Math. Phil.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 . 12
12
12

4
4
4 4 3 3 1 1 1
■ 4
4 '4 4 2 2 2 2 2
12 12 12 4 4 4 3 3 3
0
0
0 5 5 5 3 3 3
- 4 '4
4 5 5 5 5 5 5
0
0 2 2 2 2 2 2
Q
0
0 2 2 2 0 0 0
Q
3
3
3 2 2 2 1 1 1
'4
4 '4 2 2 2 O' 0 0
Q
Q
0 Q Q 0 2 2 2
0
0 Q 0 0 2 2 2
Q
0
0
0 0 0 0 2 2 2
0
0
0 0 0 Q 0 0 0
0
0
0 Q 0 0 2 2 2"
0
0
0 0 0 0 6 6 6
0
0 -0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0
0
0 0 0 Q 0 0 0
0
0
0 0. 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0 2 2 2 2 2 2
1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0
Q
0 0 0 O' 0 0 0
.

.

0
2
4
3
7
2
0
0
0
3
3
0
3
0
6
0
0
0
2
1
0

0
0
2
0
v4
3
3
3
7
7
2
2
0
0
0
0
O' 0
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
6 •4
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

•

.

0
0
0
O'
3
'4
3 ' 5
•3
9
2
2
O'
0
0
o0
0
3
3
2
4
2
3
0
0
0
0
4
4
0
0
0
2
2.
2
2
2
-1
1
0
5

University Curriculum '

At the university level, Kabul University has 13 different .
departments. . Each department has connection with foreign countries
therefore, the following, list of programs are the result of a
combination, from both.countries.
Faculty of Agriculture: Afghan and the United States
.Faculty of Medicine: Nangarhar, Afghan and USSR. •
Faculty of Letters and Humanities (includes Fine Arts
Department) :
Faculty of Medicine: Afghan and French system
Faculty of Sciences; Afghan and Germany
Faculty of Engineering: Afghan and the United States
Faculty of Veterinaiy Science
Faculty of Economics: Afghan and Germany
Faculty of Pharmacy: Afghan and France
Institute of Polytechniques: Afghan and USSR
Faculty of Islamic Law: Afghan, and Egypt

CHAPTER 3

ART IN AFGHANISTAN

AnoiepP .'Art
Afghanistan, long known as a cradle of civilization, pro^
vides a constant source of excitement for historians and archaeolo^
gists as it slowly gives up the secrets of its, rich and complex
past. . From these revelations, gaps in art history,., as well as in
national history, are gradually being filled.
The information provided by archaeological excavations
stretches back 50,000 years and many objects of great antiquity
and outstanding artistic beauty have been found.

The fascinating

collection of these finds in the National Museum.in Kabul presents
a revealing glimpse into the development of art in Afghanistan.'
Ancient art was often fashioned in the name of religion.
The "Mother Goddess" figurines from Deh Morasi Ghundai, Mundigak
and Said Qala near Kandahar, for instance, are among the finest of
their kind in the world. When they were made, about 2500 B.C.,
the Afghan area was a busy trade route and excavations have shown
that objects of great beauty and oppulence were included in this
trade. The rich gold and silver hoard from Tapa Fallol (Khosh Tapa)
exhibits the art styles popular around 2500 B.C. in Mesopotamia,
Persia, Central Asia and the Indus Valley. Tapa Fallol is located
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east of Baghlan, not far.from the lapis lazuli.mines of Badakhshan.
Lapis "lazuli was a hgihly prized and lucrative luxury export item
in the extensive import-export trade of that, period, as it is today.
The site of Ai Khanoum is also located in the northeastern /
part of Afghanistan. This was probably Alexander the Great's
easternmost outpost in the Central Asian area, and those who lived
there during the 2nd to 4th centuries B.C. were undoubtedly patrons
of the arts. The gilded silver Cybele Plaque, dating from the 2nd
or 3rd century B.C. shows Eastern and Oriental features in its
style and may possibly have been imported from the region of
northern Syria. It provides further proof of the continuing trade
between the royal Greek dynasties in Syria with these areas. The
proud Hermes statue from the gymnasium of Ai Khanoum is a magnifi
cent example of Greek sculpture.
The Graeco-Bactrian dynasties of northern Afghanistan
reached their climax in the 3rd century B.C.

They were founded by

local families of Greek origin who had settled in the area during
the Achaemenid period, before the time of Alexander the Great.
The unsurpassed beauty of the Graeco-Bactrian coins from Khist Tapa,
northwest of Kunduz, best illustrates the art style of this period.
The images found on these coins are better defined and more beauti
ful than most of those found on coins from ancient.Greece. Some
scholars, therefore, believe that artisans from the Afghan area of
Bactria must have had a very active hand in their design and pro
duction (Rahimi 1967).
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As the years, passed, the GraecoT-Bactrian style evolved into
an indigenous Bactrian art. style composed'of Greek, Persian and
Central Asian ideals, interpreted by the artisans living in the
Afghan area. The first definitive evidence of this indigenous
style was discovered at Surkh Kotal, near Pul^ir-Khumri, a massive
temple complex built by the great Kushan King Kanishka in the
early 2nd century A.D.

The newly-revived religion of Buddhism was

introduced into this area from India.

A Buddhist platform two

kilometers east of Surkh. Kotal. was, in fact, decorated in the same
style as the large hilltop temple, revealing that non-Buddhist
Bactrian art and early Graeco-Buddhist art were but one art style
(Rahimi. 1967).
This discovery has had. important consequences in determin
ing the origins of an art style from the ancient land of Gandhara
in the regions of Jalalabad and Peshawar.

Before Surkh Kotal, the

Greek and Roman elements in Gandharan art had been largely attributed
to Roman artisans,.but now it can be said that this beautiful art
form originated in. Bactria and was only later influenced by the art
styles of India and. Rome.
The excavated art objects from Hadda, near Jalalabad, are
illustrative of the eminent paintings and sculptures of the Gandhara
period.

Hsuen-tsang, a. traveler from China in the 7th century A.D.,

referred to Hadda as. "Helo" and to the outlying area as "Nagarhara."
However, Hadda had been an active center for Buddhist pilgrims for
centuries before it was described by Hsuen-tsang.

Artists had been.
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laboring, in fact, ever since the 2nd and 3rd centuries in decorat
ing Hadda's monasteries and sanctuaries and, most, importantly, .they
were among the first to create the image of the Buddha (Rahel 1970).
The early sect of Buddhism, called Hinayana, had forbidden
any image of Buddha to be carved or drawn.. In their art the Buddha
was represented by a series of symbols. Then a new sect called the
Mahayana was: founded during.the reign of Kanishka and its followers
felt that an image was necessary, for the revival of Buddhism, which
had suffered from an earlier revival of Brahmanism in India. To
meet this need, the- artists of G-andhara used Graeco-Bactrian and
Indian canons to create the image of the Buddha.
Largely retaining their traditional styles,, the artists of
Gandhara adapted the classical canons, such as the high nose of
Apollo and the lips of Adonis, modifying them according to tradi
tion.. A resemblance to. Greek influence was notable in the curled
hair falling-in irregular ringlets over the shoulders.

The coiffure

of the statues formed a crown in the shape of a half circle over the '
head, and culminated in a crescent on either side of the forehead.
Below the crown of hair, these capable artists:created such expres
sions of sincerity, chastity, modesty and kindness that the faces
seem to look into another world.
The Gandharan artists, unlike the Greeks, wanted the faces'
of their works to reflect the spiritual characteristics of the
person depicted.-
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As the Buddhist revival grew in strength and in zeal, the
artists were determined to leave examples representative of their
faith for coming generations.

They wanted to use their accumulated

skills for something that could withstand the destructive hand
and fatal events of time.

To achieve this objective, they created

what is now considered one of the wonders of the world.

They

pierced the side of a cliff and dug an arched niche 58 meters high
and 23 meters deep.

In this niche they carved a 53 meter high

statue of the -Buddha. Three hundred and sixty meters away a second
statue was constructed, rising only 38 meters, but equally unique.
These statues, which the Chinese called Fon Yin and Fon Nita, are
located at Bamiyan, 150 kilometers northwest of Kabul.

The Pahlavi

sources refer to Bamiyan by the name of Bamikan. Although ravaged
by time and man, they still provide enough hints to allow one to
imagine their original splendor.

Since both statues face east,

the first rays of the early morning sun shine directly on them,
before lighting the rest of the valley, illuminating the -Buddhas
into two glittering masses of color (Shahrani 1970a).
Hsuen-tsang, the Chinese traveller-pilgrim, visited Bamiyan
in the 7th century and from his description some have deduced that
either one or both arms of the mighty 53 meter statue were not fixed,
but tied with strong ropes through holes still.visible in the back.
While conducting ceremonies, a member of the priestly congregation
would pull the rope and the right hand of the statue would rise in
.Salutation end benediction.

•

■
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The color of the larger statue was red, while the smaller
was blue.

Their major colorings are substantiated by the fact that

they have been referred to in several early histories as "the red
statue" and "the blue s t a t u e F a i n t traces of the color survive.
The walls- and ceilings of both niches were originally richly
painted with scenes from Paradise as it is described in the Mahayana
texts.

Dancing girls and musicians are well represented.

The

artists of Bamiyan painted with such long-lasting pigments that,
despite the ravages of time, they look almost as fresh and bright
today as on the day of their creation.

The destruction of the

Mongol hordes, the fury of iconoclasts, and the vandalism and
ignorance of modern men have all contributed to the demise of the
wonder that was Bamiyan (Shahrani 1970b).
The religious fervor of this period led Buddhist pilgrims
and missionaries to travel widely, and they established monasteries
along their routes.

Afghanistan is dotted with these centers.and

each has revealed superb examples of decoration, both in sculpture
and in wall paintings. Among the most important are : Shotorak,
Paitava, and Kham Zargar, north of Kabul; Dalvarzin Tapa in Balkh
Province; Durman and Chaqalaq outside Kunduz; and Tapa Sardar in
Ghazni. Fondukistan, in the Ghorband Valley, represents the final
flowering of Buddhist art in Afghanistan during the 7th century,
long after Buddhism had faded away in the country of its birth.
Again, as in the Bactrian period, the Fondukistan style, though
evolved from the earlier Gandhara style, took on an indigenous cast
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.and became unique. .It is this totally unique Afghan style which
was copied, throughout Central Asia, and which .affects the Buddhist
art of China, Southeast Asia, and Japan (.Shahrani 1970b).
After the foundation of the Kushan Empire in the 2nd
century A.D., and through the Sasanian period into the 7th century,
the Afghan area was again the center of a great trade route. The
Silk Route, as it was called, passed from Rome to China, and souththrough Afghanistan to India.

Begram, outside Charikar, was the

summer capital of the Kushans when this trade was at its height and
one must not forget to mention the Begram treasure which testifies
to the refined and exotic tastes of the people living in this city
at that time.

This treasure represents one of the more spectacular

archaeological finds of the 20th century; it is, in fact, the single
most magnificent collection of ancient art objects ever found at
one site.

It is an incredibly varied.treasure including Chinese

lacquers, Graeco-Roman bronzes, plaster reproductions of Hellenistic
masterpieces, vessels of porphyry and alabaster and glassware from
the Roman province in Egypt, and exquisite Indian ivories.
The Hindu Shahi Eynasty ruled in the region of Kabul,
Ghazni and Gardez during the 4th to the 9th centuries, and the few
recovered art objects from this period add a new dimension to
sculpture.

Some of the marble sculptures are elegant in their

simplicity; others are forceful representations of a complex
iconography.

The most unique examples are the huge painted statues

of mud and straw recently uncovered at Tapa Sardar in Ghazni which

.
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show the., .application of many stylistic elements from Fondukistan
to the art of the new religion.
Islamic Art
With Islam, we see the rise of new art forms expressive of
new ideals. Since the sculpturing of human images was forbidden
by early Islamic religious leaders, the early Islamic artists
expressed themselves in painting miniatures in which the human
figures could in no way be construed as.images for worship. They
also excelled in engravings and fine calligraphy and. in tombstones
carved with intricate geometric and calligraphic designs.
‘
.
,

Moreover,
>

they were masters in architecture, designing elegant palaces,
mosques, shrines and mausoleums. The earliest and most elegantly
decorated mosque, today called No Gumbad (Haji Piyada), is in Balkh.
Other notable examples are the shrine of Khwa.ja Mohammad Parsa in
Balkh, the Mussala minarets and the mausoleum of Ghawar Shad in
Herat, the minarets in Ghazni, and the arch in Bost. Excavations
conducted in the vicinity of Bost revealed further.examples of the
superior artistry evolving from the Ghaznavid period.
In 1465 a bright star was born in the universe of art. This
was Kamaluddin Behzad of Herat.

Some historians believe that his

father, Sharafuddin, emigrated from Kapisa, the present Kohistan,
to settle in Behzadi, now part of the greater city of Herat.
Kamaluddin1s ability was recognized by the famous minister-architectpatron of the arts, Mir Ali Sher Nawai, who provided the budding

—
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young artist with the necessary environment in which to develop
through formal training.

As a consequence, Behzad became the paragon

of art of his time (.Rahel 1970, Shahrani 1970c).
Subsequently, Behzad enjoyed the affection and benevolence
of Sultan Hussain Baiqara, the ruler of Herat, who was himself a
great patron of the arts. Attaining the position of court painter,
Behzad reached the zenith of his reputation during the Safavid
period in Herat. At this time Shah Ismail Safavi of Persia summoned
Behzad and a few other painters to Tabriz. Among all the artisans
collected under his patrongage, Shah Ismail held Behzad in highest
esteem, so much so that he is k-own to have said, "I would not ex
change him for half a kingdom.''
Continuing his work in Tabriz, Behzad, at the age of 84,
became the librarian of the King's Library.

Ample references by

the French scholar, Rene Gross!, point to Behzad's school in Tabriz
and fully substantiate the honorable rank and status achieved by
Behzad at the court of Shah Ismail (Wahaj 1958).
The year 1551 saw the passing of Shah Ismail and the succes
sion to the throne of Shah Tahmaseb. The new king held Behzad in
the same light as his predecessor and retained him,, not only in
his previous positions, but also as a teacher of art to the king
himself.

In this setting, Kamaluddin Behzad, who remains the most

revered artist from Afghanistan’s, past, died in 1563 at the age
of 98.
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Since the time of Behzad, many contributors to the arts
have been born and ..have passed on.

Examples of their works may

still be found throughout the' country, but unfortunately they have
been cast into the shadow of Behzad, and their lives and reputations
are but dim memories (Rahimi 1967, Rahel 1970, Shahrani 1970a)..
The Modern Period
Toward.the end of Amir Dost Mohammad Khan's reign (1826-1839)
Mohammad Azim was born.

Although handicapped by being a deaf-mute,

he was able to achieve great skill in painting, which gained him
official permission to produce the first paintings of the Amir, his
princes and other members of the royal family.

His son, Mohammad ,

Aziz Abkam, followed in his footsteps, and Mohammad Sarwar, son of
Mohammad Aziz,.eventually studied at the School of Fine Arts
(founded in 1921) in Kabul in 1931.
At the turn' of the last century, art found a special bene- .
factor in the person of none other than Amir Abdur Rahman. Khan,
officially called Zia Ulmelat Waddin, the Light of the Nation and
Islam.

Qualified young artists such as Mir Zamanuddin and Mir Yar

Beyk were summoned to the royal court and asked to plan a program
for the development of art and architecture in Afghanistan.

Koti

Bagh-i-Chah Palace, the Bostan Serai and Gnlisian Serai Palaces,
in what is now Zamegar Park, and the pavilion at Babur's Gardens ■
are standing memorials of the Amir's reign.

.
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M r Hesamuddin, a court painter, also became .very famous at
this time.

In addition to contributing to the painted decoration

of the ceilings of the aforementioned and other palaces, he adomed
the covers of many albums and pen-cases, some of which can be found
in the National Museum in Kabul.
Among M r Hesamuddin ■s many, students, Ghulam Mohammad (later
known as prof essor Ghulam Mohammad Mosawer Maimanagi) gained
prominence through the special patronage of Amir Abdur Rahman Khan,
He had a great natural talent for painting and was heavily influenced
by Dr. John Gray, an Englishman who painted portraits of the king
in addition to being his private physician.

From this time onward,

Ghulam Mohammad was intensely interested in western styles of art.
Art Education in Afghanistan
During the reign of King Amanullah, toward the end of 1921,
Ghulam Mohammad traveled to Europe and received instruction in
lithography in Germany.

Upon his return to Afghanistan, he received

the title of Professor, and subsequently founded the School of Fine
Arts in Kabul.

Thus, Ghulam Mohammad, like Kamaiuimulk at the

court of Nasruddin Shah of Iran, blossomed through the adaptation
of western styles in all of his works.
After- the death of Ghulam Mohammad in 1933, Abdul Ghafoor
Brechna assumed the duties of director at the Kabul School of Fine
Arts.

He broadened the scope of the school by adding lithography,

engineering, architecture, tile ceramics, pottery, and embroidery
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to the curriculum.

In addition, Afghan teacher's were joined by

teachers from India., Turkey, Iran, and Germany.

Many graduating

students were sent to various provinces where they, in turn, opened
and supervised other schools of art (Shahrani 1970b).
Afghanistan has a rich artistic heritage and was fortunate
to have had among her sons the likes of.Kamaluddin Behzad.

Their

styles of Persian miniatures rapidly found their way to neighboring
countries where they were adopted by many artists.
In Afghanistan, the styles of past eras, still prevail; many
talented artists have followed them, and are presently following
them.

Mohammad Said Mashal has established a school in Herat for

the revival and perpetuation of this great tradition which deserves
to be carefully cherished.
If one compares the present state of art with its past,
it will be noted that art has not improved, along with the general
progress of the country.

However, a regene rationhas begun in the

last few years largely as a result of Afghanistan's increased
foreign relationships with countries such as Germany and the United
States. The accompanying cultural exchanges have added new vigor
to the life of Afghan art, both directly and indirectly, Such
exchange of ideas and art objects has been part of the Afghan
lifestyle since very ancient times as the archaeological finds from.
Tepe Fallol, Ai Khanoum and Begram attest.
The strongest impetus for regeneration in the arts however
has been the formal teaching of art by a combined staff of

foreigners and Afghans educated in foreign countries. .The Kabul
School of Fine Arts led in this development. In its early .days,
its roster included All Ahmad, a student of M r Hesammudin; Abdul
Aziz and S. M. Din from India; Mr. Farukh Affandi from Turkey; and
several teachers from Iran.

Then, for about ten years during the

1960s, many Germans and German-educated Afghans joined the.staff.
The Creative Art Center at the Kabul Darul Malemin, a joint
project sponsored by UNESCO and the Columbia University Team from
the United States., broadened the cultural exchange considerably.
Professor 0. Muro from Japan, Eemando Dizon from the Philippines,
and Henry Ray from the United States were instrumental in promoting
this program.

From I960 to 1962, Professor Dizon gathered art

teachers and artists together on several occasions. From these
seminars, the participants received theoretical and practical instruc
tion which they carried back to their own students. The Center
held special winter and summer sessions every year so that art
teachers in the provinces could enhance their academic backgrounds
during their vacation breaks. In addition, teachers from approxi
mately 28 elementary schools in Kabul also attended.
Besides benefiting from the instruction given by these pro
grams , the artists of Afghanistan have been introduced to new ideas
through periodic exhibitions of various art forms from such coun
tries as India, China, Japan, Russia and the United States.
Most recently, in May 1973, a Department of Fine Arts was
established in the Ministry of Information and Culture. The
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Department has a current (.1974) staff of 32 and gives courses in
painting.(with 50 students) and sculpture (with 20 students).

This

represents another step in the rejuvenation of the arts which is
taking place as a consequence of a growing national pride.
The art-related crafts also flourish.

For example in Herat,

ancient architectural masterpieces such as the Masjid-i-Jami’, the
shrines of Abdullah Ansari, Mawlana Jami, and Fakhruddin Razi, which
had been left untended for a long time, are now being repaired and
brought to their former perfection.

As a result, the ancient

crafts of tile making and mosaic-tile decoration have developed
more rapidly in Herat than in any other part of the country. Much
of this is due to the work of Abdur Rauf Fikri Seljuki and Mohammad
Said Mashal.
The rug weaving, industry has been improving in the last few
years. Afghanistan rugs with their distinctive designs and colors
have a ready market in foreign countries because of their superior
quality.
With the recent discovery of fine quarries,'stone carving
has taken a turn for the.better.

International recognition of this

craft has grown as a result of this country's participation in
several world fairs. Gilding is finding new prominence, especially
in Ghazni, Kandhar and Jaghori. Embroidery, taught in girls'
schools and women1s institutes throughout the country, has always
been popular in Afghanistan and is1increasingly appreciated by many
tourists and foreigners living in Afghanistan.
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The frequent contacts through various media between differ
ent groups of people, therefore, are the underlying cause in facili
tating the exchange of ideas between societies.. However indirect
these influences may be, they ultimately have their mutual effect
on the groups involved.

Recently, the artists of this land have

had access to artists of other lands, in person or through reading
about them and their works in various publications. Many Afghans
have attended art schools in foreign countries and, upon returning,
they naturally incorporate their newly won knowledge and skills
into their artistic creations; in turn, these have a further effect
on subsequent viewers.
In March 1975, a Department of Fine Arts was established at
Kabul University under'the Faculty of Letters and Humanities.

At

its beginning the art department had 30 students, and by 1977 it
had enrolled 53 students.
Attitudes Toward Art and Art Education
After the entrance of Islam during the third Khalif Uthman,
Afghanistan stopped producing sculptures and three-dimensional art
works.

During the time of Mohammad the prophet, people prayed to

the statues of various gods.

Mohammad said that these statues were

man-made and that they could: not be gods . Mohammad insisted that
there was one God and He was the creator of all human beings.
Mohammad wanted all peoples united and for a time prohibited
people from making their religious pictures and statues.

'
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Because, the artists misunderstood his instructions, all
Muslims for many years did not work on their art.
developed architecture and calligraphy.

Instead, they

Designs used in their

calligraphy pieces were mostly flowers, planets, and geometric
designs.

During- the following years they developed these designs

and later they tried to paint birds, deer, and then human faces.
In Afghanistan from the beginning of Islamic cultural in
fluence, one can trace the development of monumental architectural
structures, of which superb examples (from the 10th through 16th
centuries) still stand in different parts of the country.

Around

the 15th ."and 16th centuries, during the Timurides period and espe
cially during the reign of Shah Rukh Mirza, the monuments, the
exquisite miniatures and calligraphic manuscripts were great
treasures.

During the reign of Sultan Husain (.1468-1506), Kamaluddin

Behzad was the artist who helped to develop miniatures as an art .
form.

Behzad trained various students and his influence continues,

in Afghan contemporary art.

Some traditional Muslim thinkers still

believe that painting and sculptures should not be made. Further
more, they believe that, when someone makes these things, artists
have to furnish them with souls on Doomesday.
The educational level of the general population is still
not well enough developed in Afghanistan so that everyone can fully
appreciate the meaning of art.

Literature and educational develop

ment were geared to create better living conditions more than anything
else.
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The development of art education was weak in Afghanistan
compared to educational development in general.

There has been a

lack of well-educated art teachers. There were some art teachers
in Gulam M. Musaweris' time, and all. of them taught in the old
style.

The new teachers in the fine arts department were hot well

trained in teaching.

At present, in Afghanistan, the Ministry of

Education's members are working.hard to prepare art supplies and
materials for the fine art schools and the primary and secondary
schools.
Also,.there is a center for changing the curriculum at the
Ministry of Education.

It is called the Textbook Project.

In this

project there is an Art Curriculum Section which has a few members
working to change the curriculum.

Afghan educators, realize that

" . . . changes occurring during recent years and the shortcomings:
witnessed in the cirriculum and education system required that the
education system be thoroughly reviewed,, and its relations with
the conditions be studied" (jtahel 1970, p. 366).
At present, the system of art teaching is improving because
of the new curriculum from the Textbook Project and trained
teachers. The elementary, secondary and college students are en
couraged by their teachers, and also made aware of the importance
of art in newspapers and magazines.
The future of Art Education is hopeful, but much develop
ment is still needed.
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Public Feelings
Except for the literate people, few Afghans know much about
art; therefore, it is hard to write about their thoughts and ideas.
Pictures (realism or classic styles) are often found in homes.

In

restaurants, hotels, shops and houses, there are a lot of pictures
hung.or painted on the walls. The most preferred designs are those
which have-Islamic symbols.

Afghan mosques have a.lot of different

Persian calligraphy designs, which are written by the famous calligra
phers, especially in Jami mosques (the big mosques).
.Afghan trucks are very famous for the colorful designs on
their exteriors. Many Afghans go to Pakistan and work with the
bus stations in Peshawer Lahur or Krachi, where they get ideas
about painting trucks. The subjects most often used are the shapes
of lions, birds, and landscapes, and they also write some Persian
poetry.

Inside the cabs of the trucks are often written words and

sentences from the Holy Koran.

Feelings of Educated People
Educated people are interested in art, but most of them
don't understand the importance of it.

They think of art as an

aesthetic value or only beauty, but they don!'t think about art as
a part of their lives.: In elementary and secondary schools most of
the art teachers are not specialists in art and when students gradu
ate from the elementary and high school, they have little knowledge
of art.

The teachers only instruct them to draw from memory, or
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copy from a picture, without discussing the underlying concepts
of art.
Administrative departments (principals and headmasters) are
not especially interested in art as a suhject.

They think the

best and most important subjects are the ones which need reading and
writing.

Art courses, as well as physical education classes, are

downgraded.

Sometimes administrators don't include art and sports

teachers in the staff meetings, which means art and art teachers
are not the important members of the faculty.
Of course, when students and teachers in art know the reac
tions of administrators, they become discouraged in this area.
Therefore, from the time they are in school, they start to look for
an important field which will be acceptable to the people.
In Afghanistan, nobody buys a painting to hang on his walls;
however, anyone would be very glad to get it free. Sometimes an
•artist may be told by a lover of paintings that if he will give him
a free painting, he will spend money to frame it.

Most people feel

they cannot afford to spend money for a piece of art when the
necessities of life are so much more important.

Though, many people

in Afghanistan appreciate artistic products, there are few people
who are interested, trained, or wealthy enough to invest in a
cultural luxury which they feel is definitely secondary to their
pressing basic survival needs.
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.Art Curriculum: Its Program ..and Its Goals

Introduction
Before 1961 there were not any formalized policies or goals
for art education in Afghanistan.

In 1961, H. Dizon, a specialist,

of art in UNESCO, consulted with the Ministry of Education and
developed goals and programs of art in Afghanistan.

These goals

and programs were published in the form of a guideline, by the
Ministry of Education in 1961.

The- aim of this guideline is to

help teachers use modern methods of teaching art.

Furthermore,

they will help students to develop creative minds.

General Aims of Current Aft Education
The general aims of current art education are as follows;
1.

The development of their ability in creativity.

2.

To develop their aesthetic appreciation.

3.

To develop their free thinking. -

4.

To develop their acceptable individual andsocial habits.

5.

To develop the use of time, so that they-can use their
extra time in good ways. .

6.

To develop their abilities, so that they can solve their
own needs and problems,
The above aims are the- real, goals for elementary art educa

tion, and the teachers have to think about them during their teaching.
Teachers must think about the students' ages.

Furthermore, the
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teachers, must not use one or two goals, hut. they have to think
equally about all of the above aims.

Barriers to Creative Art 'Education
Teachers must:
1.

(
Keep their students from (a 1 copying, and (b)' comparing' their
work, with that of others, expecting that all of their works
must be alike.

2.

Not force on their students their ideas, techniques, shapes,
colors, and other ideas.

3.

Not expect, all students to do perfect art work because they
are beginners and they are different individuals,

4.. Not demand that the students memorize everything they teach
and talk like older people. '
The Child and His Capacity in the Art Field
This part belongs to the different periods of the child's
development.

If teachers want to develop art education and make

profitable this field for the whole society, they have to learn more
about children and child development.
Effective Methods of Art Teaching.
When teachers teach, they find out the best ways .of teaching
effectively.

Then they may well derive some principles to use as

guides for their teaching.
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Considerations for Art Teachers
General. Teachers have to follow their program plans, but
they have to be careful because students are different from each
other and.their drawings probably will be very different also.Therefore, it is good to find out their special ideas and person
alities before they start teaching.
want to do for the class period.

Teachers must explain what they .

Also, they can tell stories or

show pictures about the subject. They can take field trips, so
that students can see and understand about their environment.
Specific Class Activities. Drawing, painting, print making,
plate work, toy making, and other activities have relationships to
each other, and they must be used under the area of art subject
activities.

Before the teacher starts teaching and students start

working, the teacher must make sure that all materials are prepared,
so-that studnets' time is not wasted.

It is not necessary to have

all students involved in one activity; teachers can divide them into
several groups doing various different activities.
Evaluation and Appreciation
Teachers must study the guidelines for teaching.
they must find out how.their students are progressing.
is very important in this area.

Furthermore,
Appreciation
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Decoration of the Art Classroom
Having an attractive classroom encourages students in their
art activities.

Indirectly., they will try to keep the classroom

clean and this will interest them in coming to class.
Art Materials for Students
Teachers must try to encourage their students to use in~
expensive materials. Furthermore, teachers must prepare supplies
before class starts.
Tables 5-11 show the curriculum and time tables of the Fine
Ants School in Kabul.

Table 5.

Compulsory (ninth grade) curriculum and time table.*

Subj ects
Theology
Afghan Society
Dari (Persian).
Pashtu
Foreign Language (German)
Algebra.
Geometry
Physics
Chemistry
Independent Painting
Technical Drawing
Calligraphy
Physical Education

Hours
2
2
3
3
•6
3
3
3
4
6
5
4
1

* Students entering the ninth grade attend general classes; after that,
they.are divided.by taking an exam'in six different, sections.
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Table 6.

Voluntary art section curriculum and time table.

10

Subjects
Theology
Afghan Society
Dari (Persian)
Pashtu
Foreign Language (German)
Practical Art
Calligraphy.
Design .
Mathematics
Physical Education
Artistic Information

2
2
5
5
6
4
4

a

Grade .
11
" 12
2
2
5
5
6 ■
4
4

a

4
:1
4

4
1
4

Subjects

10

Grade
11

Theology
Afghan Society
Dari
Pashtu
Foreign Language (German)
Physics
Technical Drawing
Illustrative Art
Artistic Information
Physical Education
Algebra
Science of Materials.
Artistic Mathematics
Construction
Science of Machines
Trigonometrical Drawing
Science of Measuring

2
2
4
4
.6.
3
5
4
2
1
2
4
3
0
0
3
0

Table 7.

.

2
0
5
5
6
6
4

a

-

4
1
4

Mending curriculum and time table.

2
2
4
4
6
3
4
5
2
1.
2
4
3
0.
0
3
0

: 12
2
0
4
4
6
3
0
0
2
1
2
4
0
9
'4
2
2
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Table 8.

Texture curriculum and time table.

Subjects

10

Theology
Afghan Society
Bari
Pashtu
German
Physics
Chemistry
Technical Drawing
Illustrative Art
Artistic Information
Physical Education
Algebra
Geometry
Artistic Mathematics
Science of Work and Machines
Design
Paint Work
Color Mining

Table 9.

2.2
4
4
6
2
3
3 4
3
1
2
2
2
3
•0
.2
o.

Grade
11

2
2
4
4
6
2
3
3
4
3
1
2
2
2
3
0
2
0

12

2
0
4
4
6
2
3
0
4
, '3
1
2
2
2
3
5
0
2

Tailoring curriculum and time table.

Subjects
Theology
Afghan Society
Dari
Pashtu
German
Artistic Information
Artistic Mathematics
Geometry and Trigonometry
Calligraphy
Education
Home Economics
Illustrative Art
Design
Algebra

.

10 :

Grade
11

12

2
2
4
4
6
4
2
3
1
3
3
6
3
2

2
2
4
4
6
. 4
2
3
1
3
3
6
3:
2

2
0
5
5
6
4
2
3
1
3
3
6
3
2
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Table 10.

Carpentry curriculum and time table,

Subjects

...

Grade
11 .. ..12

................... 10 .

Theology
Afghan Society
Dari
Pashtu
German
Physics
Technical Drawing
Illustrative Art
Design
Physical Education
Algebra
Geometry
Artistic Mathematics
Science of Machines
Anatomy of Mending

:

.............................................

2
2
'4
4
6
3
2
'4
2
1
'4
4
3
0
. .0 .

.

.

.

2
2
'4
4
6
2
3
5
2
1
4
4
2
3
. .0 . ..

2
0
4
4
6
2
0
5
4
1
4
4
2
3
2

Table 11. .Press curriculum and time table.

Subjects
Theology
Afghan Society
Dari
Pashtu
English
Physics
Chemistry
Artistic Drawing
Illustrative,Art
Calligraphy
Artistic Information
Physical Education
Science of Machines
Mathematics
Cost Estimation ■
Artistic Mathematics

Grade
....... 10 .. . 11..
2
2
5
5
6
2
3
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
0
....

^ '■

.

2
2
5
5
6
2
3
2
3
2
3
’1
2
3
0
4

..12

.

2
0
5
5
6
2
3
0
4
2
4
1
2
3
6
0
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Present Curriculum for the Fine. Arts Department at
' Kabul University
Students generally attend the two first years,. then they
divide into three sections (.see Table 12).

Table 12.

General two-year course and breakdown of sections.

Hours .

Subjects

Units

Freshman First Semester:
Basic Design
. Calligraphy
Sculpture
; Painting
Aesthetics
Dari
Pashtu
English

7
4
7
72.
4
4
4

Freshman Second Semester:
Basic Design
'Painting
Sculpture
Miniatures
Technique of Photography
.. History of Art
. English
:Anatomy
-

7
7
7
4
4'
4
4
5

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
3

7
7
.4
7
4
45

3
3
2
3
2
2
3

Sophomore First Semester:
Sculpture
Painting
History of Art
Design
Anatomy
English
Modem Afghanistan

*

-

3
2
3
3
1
2
2
2
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Table 12.

-continued. General two-year course.

Subj ects

Hours

Units

Sophomore Second Semester:
Sculpture
Painting
Basic Design
Miniatures .
Anatomy.
Photography
Photography
History of Art
•
English

7
7
7
4
4
-4
4
4
4

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

Junior First Semester:
Painting
Environmental Design
Hand Printing
Figure Drawing
History of Art
Ceramics
English

12
4
7
4
4
4
4

5
2
3
2
2
2
2

Junior Second Semester:
Painting
Basic Design
'
Hand Printing
Figure Drawing
History of Art
Artistic Critiques
English.
Anatomy

14
4
4
4
4
2
4
4

6
2
2
2
2
1
2
2

Senior First Semester:
Painting
Basic Design
Silk Screen
Sculpture
History of Art
Photography
English

14
.4
4
4
4
4
4

6
2
2
2
2
2
2

Painting
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Table 12. —

continued,. General two-year course.

Subjects
Senior Second Semester:
Painting
Hand Printing
Sculpture
Research
English

Hours

•, • Units

6
2
2
2
2

14
4
4
4
4

Sculpture
Junior First Semester:
Sculpture ■
Basic Design
Moulding
Ceramics
History of Art
Photography.
English
Junior Second Semester:
Sculpture .
Moulding
Ceramics
History of Art
Artistic Critiques
English
Anatomy

12
44
4
4
44

6
2
2
2
2
2
. 2

14
4
4
4
■ 4
4
5

6
2
2
2
2
2
3

Senior First Semester:
Sculpture and Metalwork
Marble.Work
Environmental Design
Painting
History of Art
English

14
8
4
4
4
4

6
4
2
2
2
2

Senior Second Semester:
Sculpture
Marble Work
Environmental Design
Research
English

14
8
4
4
4

6
4
2 .
2
2

v
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Table 12. — • continued. General two-year course.

Subjects

Hours

Units

Junior First Semester:
Painting
Ceramics
Design
Knowledge of Art Implements
Speech
Psychology
English

4
4
S
12
4.
4
4

2
2
4
5
2
2
2

Junior Second Semester:
Knowledge .of Art Implements
Painting
Ceramics
History of Art
Sociology
Educational Psychology
English

S
4
44
4
4
4

4
,2
2
2
2
2
2

Senior First Semester:
Design
Hand Printing
Knowledge of Art Implements
Observation of Art Class
Philosophy of Education
Creative Art
English

4
4
S
S
4
2
.4

2
2
4
4
2
1
2

4
4
6
4
4
4

2
2
3
2
2
2

Art Education

Senior Second Semester:
Hand Printing
Painting
Teaching■in Schools
Audio Visual
Educational Evaluation
English

'

CHAPTER 4

IDEAS ABOUT ART IN SOCIETY AND SCHOOLS IN
THE UNITED STATES OF- AMERICA
In America, art and art education are as well developed as
are other fields.

Art and art education are part of the life of the

peopleSchools are modernized.

From childhood, hoys and girls

study under those teachers who have studied art and art education.
Most of the students can afford to buy art supplies and materials.
In schools, because both the weather and the classroom conditions
are good, pupils learn easily.

Not only are teachers well educated

but they also have access to very new and up-to-date books, magazines
and newspapers. They use these new ideas in their schools.
Because of the good artistic environment, people in the United
States are very interested in art.
Art in Society
Art is part of human existence. It analyzes ways to build
the environment and expresses people's values. As art improves
thoughts and judgments about the quality of the built-in environment,
this affects people's experiences. "Although art starts with
individuals, it takes forms that have meaning to many people.
art becomes a communication system.

Thus

A people's values and beliefs
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are expressed through their art.- The subject matter of art
illustrates the status and roles of people, what is important to
observe in nature, what critical ideas need to be considered"
(McFee and Degge 1977, p. 7).
Societies can be a

synergeticunit to create a

stronger.

culture because it is the actions and creations of the group, not
only of a few people.

The directives

of art educators from the be

ginning of civilization to the present have chronicled society through
its expressions.
"Art functions in a society much as it functions •in the
life of an individual.

It becomes the emblem of a group just as

it is the work of an individual. Art should be ah experience
shared by all men every day of their lives" (An Arizona Guide for
Art Curriculum Development K-12, 1976, p . 10).
"Learning the experiences of the people makes understanding
about good communication and relationships. . . . We learn the
language of other people's art, we learn to understand their
experiences and their ways of viewing the world" (McFee and Degge
1977, p. 10).
The. importance of the ideas of American writers in the art
field results from their long studies and their, authorship of books,
and their investigation of their own society.

Moreover, these

ideas are continually being updated, and are adaptable to other
countries, such as Afghanistan.
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;

Art in Schools:

Schools in America are rich enough to have good teachers,
good teaching conditions, good materials and good equipment. There
are lots of hooks on art and art curriculum which explain about art
in art education.

They explain how to have very good classrooms

for the students of art..

John Dewey emphasized learning by doing.

Art is taught in America according to this principle— the most im
proved system of learning.
In the United States, most aft educators feel a responsibility
for developing good programs for their schools.

Teachers enhance

their knowledge and their experience in teaching art through more
exposure to new materials on art and human experience through art.
"Teachers have the task of trying to understand their, students'
cultural backgrounds without stereotyping them and without letting
stereotyped expectations get in the way of students' progress.
Teachers who are aware of the complexities of culture should be more
open to their students' cultural variability and state of change"
(McFee and Degge 1977, p. 10). .
Teachers must have knowledge about their own culture as well
as about the other cultures. "How much may have changed as you have
grown, up, and what you have retained and why. All of this will help
you understand how other people learn their values, and develop
their attitudes toward art" (McFee and Degge 1977, p. 10).
Children learn many things about art while they are in art
classes.

The teachers have to find and learn what to teach the
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children. They must know how children perceive art, how they begin
to reflect on their.social, individual and cultural attitudes toward
different forms of art, how their drawings or other artistic produc
tions help them understand their personalities in relation to their
environment, and how art brings about creativity and aesthetic
perceptivity in the individuals of an art-loving society and raise
that society to a higher level of civilization and human development.
Review of Some American Art Educators' Ideas
About Art and Art Education

Lowenfeld

/

The material for this discussion was drawn primarily from
Lowenfeld "and. Brittain's (1.975 ). Creative and Mental Growth. It must
be noted that since the first edition of this work in 1947, succes
sors to their work have.made significant contributions, both in
ideas and to the tezt.

The most important additions to this work

were made by W. Lambert Brittain of Cornell University.
Also, -this book will be compared with a book written by a.
group of Arizona educators entitled. An Arizona. Guide for Art
Curriculum Development K-12 (1976).
First, a short review of Creative and Mental Growth will be
presented and then an examination of the fundamental topics of this
book in comparison with certain aspects of An Arizona Guide will be
given.
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In summary, Lowenfeld's "book deals with how children perceive
art.; how they begin to reflect their social, individual, and cul
tural attitudes in different art forms; how their drawings or other
art forms help them understand their personalities in relation to
their environments; and how art brings about creativity and aesthetic
perceptivity in the individuals of an art-loving society and' raises
that society to a higher level of civilization and human development.
The' first three chapters of this book are concerned with art.
and creativity and the way they are interrelated and complement each
other. The. author maintains that creative thinking is becoming an
important aspect of education in today's dynamic world and the most
effective means which can help young and old to become creative and
inventive in their lives is artistic experience. Relying upon cer
tain psychological and educational concepts, the author emphasizes
the significance of art for education; discusses art as a means of
mental, physical, social, creative, and aesthetic growth.

Perhaps

the best part of his discussion centers on art and creativity—
something quite fundamental to his general thesis: Creative and
Mental Growth.
Chapters 4 through 8 deal.with children's art productions
(children up to 12 years of age)— mainly drawings and paintings.
Again, the author is more concerned with how the art of children in
the stages of its first representations reflects their personalities
and social attitudes, than the quality or the kind of art the
children produce in their early stages. The author's discussion
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centers more and more on art as a means of growth- and a mirror.of
the child's personality and how that personality is revealed and
expressed through art productions.
Chapter 9 deals with the role of the art teacher in helping
his students overcome their problems of adolescence and the sense
of values they begin to express in their works.

The author believes

that students (secondary school students) at this age begin to use
art as a means of conscious self-expression.

When this awareness

of being an individual and a member of a society begins to develop
in a child, the child will find self-expression through art a
challenge and loves his early spontaneity.

Thus he heeds direction,

encouragement, and freedom from his teacher, and it is in this period
of the child's growth that the teacher can play a most formative
role.
Chapter 10 ("The Age of Reasoning") and Chapter 11 ("The
Period of Decision") deals with adolescents' art production or
artistic expressions and discuss the characteristics and qualities
of their art productions. The author believes that adolescents at
this stage begin to become interested in naturalism— an interest in
drawing the pictures of objects and. figures and natural scenes. .
The role of the teacher is re-emphasized in helping them diagnose
their main interests and; leading them to their individuality.

In

Chapter 11, the author deals with the 14-17 year old student's art
experience and how art can help him express his serious ideas and
feelings which usually involve him mentally with his society and
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its social, political, religious, and cultural institutions.

At

this stage the student needs more freedom and flexibility in his
choice of subject and individual, interest than in any other time
before, because he begins to use art either as a means of independent
self-expression or for practical purposes.

The teacher?s grading

system, the author believes, should be based on the projects the
student chooses to undertake rather than on regular assignments.
At this stage, the student is supposed to manifest his individuality
in his style and content of his work, and the teacher's evaluation
should be based on how the student has demonstrated this individu
ality in his works.
Chapter 12 ("The Development of Aesthetic Awareness") deals
with aesthetic awareness as part of a student ?s growth, his emotional
and intellectual integrity.

Aesthetic awareness develops when a

student rises above inposed standards and conventions and realizes
the importance of his own judgment and discrimination.

At this

stage, the author says, the student begins to become sensitive of
his personality in relation to society and how they interact in most
of his works.

The author maintains that aesthetic awareness in art

is the most individual process in art teaching; such experience can
not be formulated and restricted to certain methods and approaches.
The teacher's role is minimized here, but he can help the student
become more sensitive in his awareness of his works and how they
relate to himself and his society.
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- Creative and Mental Growth deals with, art.and. creativity and
human experience in detail and Mii Arizona ’Guide deals with, the same
issues in manual form, with illustrative charts, simple instructive,
guidance, and points of references for the elementary, secondary,
and high school teacher in Arizona,.

But this manual could also be

used by any other art teacher in another state or country. ' The main
two parts of this manual, begin with the same principles discussed
in detail in Creative and Mental Growth. •These two chapters are
"The Rationale: The Human Experience" and "The Focus: The Art
Experience."

The book also presents basic facts about the art

learner, the art subject matter, and art in society.

Perhaps the

three next chapters— "The Essential of a Quality School Art Program,"
"Establishing'Goals," and "Evaluation and Grading" — are the most
instructive and practical parts of the book, for these chapters
provide the art teacher with immediate answers and solutions con
cerning how to teach and evaluate art in various levels of school
education.

As a manual, the teacher is provided with most compre

hensive charts relating the human experience in art to the three
stages of childhood years: the early childhood years, the middle
childhood years, and the late childhood years.

Four illustrative

charts in correspondence with these four stages, relating the human
experience to- drawing, painting, graphics, films, crafts, sculpture,. •
and environmental planning, are accordingly presented.

While

Creative and Mental Growth deals more particularly with drawings ;

•

'
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and paintings, this manual seeks to cover various forms of arts in
two dimensional .and three dimensional art experiences .
To sum up, these, two hooks deal with art, creativity, and
human experience and.how they interact, interrelate, and integrate
with one another in an art education context.

While the first one

treats these elements in more theoretical, detailed, and descriptive
method, the second one presents them.in referential, graphic, and
practical manner.

Creative and Mental Growth, has a more universal

and fundamental outlook towards art and creativity, flexible enough
to he used hy any art teacher. An Arizona Guide also includes such
universal outlook, hut it is more useful for an Arizonan art teacher
than an art teacher from another culture. Since hoth books base
their theories of teaching art on the nature of human mental, emo
tional, and.social growths, we can rely on their assumptions as being
valid and acceptable on a large scale.

Despite the most valuable

instructions, theories, and concepts presented in these books,
they cannot be taken as being final and absolute. A sensitive art
teacher must enhance his knowledge and his experience of teaching
art through more exposure, to new. materials on art and human experi
ence through art.

Bapken

The title of Barken1s ( 1 9 5 5 ) written book is A Foundation for
Art Education and although this book is written 23 years ago, it is
still a valuable work.

.
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The main topics of the book center on the creative aspects
of the arts, and how they produce creative thinking, mental growth,
and perceptive insight in children.

In dealing with the creative

aspects of the arts, the author relates psychological, anthropologi
cal, sociological, and aesthetic concepts to his theories.

Most of

these concepts are related to the aesthetic and creative nature of
the arts rather than their practicality or utilitarian values.

In

addition to their general contributions to the various aspects of
education and knowledge, the arts, according to the author, have a
therapeutic and formative role on human behavior and intellect.

In

dealing with this, the author discusses the quality of such arts,
the role of art teachers, the process of learning, and their effects
on children.
This book, can be divided into three parts, and each part is
related to the other.

The first part of the book deals with the

sources and development of modern attitudes in and towards art edu
cation.

In this part, the author mainly deals with the basic problems

of teaching the arts.

He discusses how art education has made great

progress in American society, and it serves the developmental and.
general educational needs of young people.

Even though such great

progress is continuing, teaching problems, according to the author,
still exist.

The best way to deal with these problems is to under- .

stand the relationships between the teaching and learning processes
in art education.

When this is understood, art education can be

66more purposeful and effective in improving the quality of American
culture.
In the second part of the book, the author deals with the ,
role of the arts in changing values, bringing about new values, and
acting as a dynamic force in any culture.

Here the arts are con- •

sidered to be a significant part of the communication media.

They

can be used as vehicles for action through which future values are .
derived.

These values are mostly produced when the arts are taught

in terms of their creative process.

As visual and concrete objects,

the arts appeal to our senses of seeing, touching, and hearing.

They

can create images in our minds and these images bring about a
process of creative thinking between the mental images and the arts,
and as a result, we begin to activate our perception, intuition,
and imagination.

So the arts seem to be helpful in activating our

imagination into our own mind, our behavior, and gradually we can
become more aware of ourselves and more expressive and communica
tive in our own lives.
A piece of art, according to the author, is an organic unit
and complete by itself.

This complete unit, he says, gives us more

satisfaction than anything we see and experience in our practical
and daily life.

The wholeness and integrity of this unit produces

a similar reaction or image in the minds of children.

The teacher's

role in creating an effective atmosphere where.such an experience
can be realized, when the children can have an experience of the
object as a whole, is greatly emphasized by the author.
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The third part of the- "book, deals with author'a solutions of
teaching problems in art education..

His proposals and assumptions

provide a new frame of reference., for art education in the elementary
and secondary schools. And they can form a very effective founda
tion for art education in general.

In the first chapter of this

part, the author deals with the application of art experience in .
one's personal and social life.

Again, the role of the art teacher

is emphasized in helping the youth use their experience of art in
real life.

The author concludes this chapter with this statement

about the role of art teachers: "Knowledge about human behavior and
experience in the arts needs to be applied with maximum effective
ness in processes of teaching.

To meet this challenge, teachers

need to: (.1) engage in continuous study of our expanding synthesis
of relevant information, and (.2) develop their individual capacities
to test and modify their own methods of teaching according to the
information available" (Barken 1955, p. 202).

At the end of this

chapter, the author advocates a synthesis of approaches and informa
tion about the teaching of arts rather than individual methods.
He believes that creativity must also be in the nature of teaching
arts, and.teachers must enrich their minds with information avail
able and their own imagination based on the psychology of the human
mind.
The last chapter.of this part deals with the aesthetic
element of the arts and how an aesthetic experience of them create
Spontaneity, freedom,.joy, and imaginative speculation in children.
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The author proposes a list of experimental items that could be used
as basis for the improvement of teaching the arts. Here it seems '
that the author's propositions can have educational values for the
teaching of the arts under all circumstances, for his. theories have
more psychological emphasis than cultural.
As an art teacher from another culture and another system
of education, this writer finds Barken ts book extremely useful and
valuable.

His emphasis of the creative aspects of the arts, and

on how they improve human personality and behavior, is of great
value towards a better and more serious application of the arts in
any culture.

Anderson
The following statements are some ideas of one of the art
education professors at The University of Arizona.

The title of the

book is Art Learning Situations for Elementary Education. This book
was written in 1965 by Warren Anderson and it contains valuable
ideas about art curriculum.

About Past and Present Roles of Artist. The author states
that the role of the artist has gradually changed over a period of
many centuries. The artist used to represent society in subjection
of those for whom he was painting. The artist's own personal ideas
and feelings were not expressed as much as the desires of the patron,
but in time this changed.

The artist began painting for his own

sake and became a specialist in his individual mode of expression.
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In this inore personal world, and as a result of dramatic large-scale ..
social change, the artist became isolated from the society that he
once served.

Today some artists work in. the business and industrial

world and bridge the gap between intimate personal expression and the
need for larger social type, expression.

The present has become,

more of a merging of the entire role of the artist over the past to
create an environment where the arts can be many things, to many

.

people.
The author then goes on to suggest a variety of situations
where the student can investigate and gain a clearer understanding
of the varying roles.of the artist.
The author gives the student a broader conception of the
artist as an individual, divergent man, craftsman, three-dimensional
man, architect, and industrial designer; not just the stereotype
of an artist that many uninformed people hold.
Relationships Between Art and Nature. This section discusses
the relationships between art and nature. Nature itself is not art..
Art is a form of human expression, but art and nature have many
things in common.

The visual element and principles of art have

been derived from nature and from these elements and principles
one can develop a frame of reference. This frame of reference .
enables, one to see additional meanings in both art and nature. The
landscape can then be seen as a kind of rhythm. In this, art and
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nature remain independent and individual, but closely related to
each other.•'
The author then suggests situations and projects that would
increase the awareness of the individual and the relationships that
art and nature have with each other.

Some of his topics include

motion— actual and implied (real motion and techniques of "capturing"
it in a painting), varieties, of contrasts, animals as shapes, color,
and unity, disrupted unity, transitions, contrived landscapes,
human nature, and a principled view of nature.
Relationships Between Art and Man-made Objects. Awareness
of relationships between art and man-made objects in the environment,
and our relationships to those situations on a variety of levels,
are expressed in a variety of forming emotional, physical, visual
elements and principles, proportions of shapes, functions of the
existing elements, colors and textures, affects of movement
design, tone, unity, and transition of areas. The author proposes
a variety of art learning situations, their materials, stimulations,
and procedures that would work on these above areas.
This section covers a large variety of areas that students
are constantly exposed to, but often fail to recognize.

It is the

teacher's intent to bring the student's level of conscious awareness
around to recognizing these things and reacting to them in a variety
of ways.
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A Basis for Art Judgment. The objective of this chapter is
the examination of opinions and. values as a basis of art judgment.
The author has proposed a variety of situations that would stimulate
the students to form, opinions and then question their own reasons
for forming those opinions. When children are given the oppor
tunity to state their opinions, and examine their values by viewing
art through a variety of conditions, they are better able to form a
basis from which judgment can be developed in the future. The
children are encouraged to identify their opinions and decide how
valid those opinions are. The aim is art learning, not just the
immediate acceptance of any innovation that appears. The children
will then be able to begin to separate fashion and novelty from art.
The formation of art judgment and values is necessary in art
education, and becoming sensitized to art. Art affects our lives
and becoming educated is important. Its validity comes from being
able to.recognize and defend choices of art and reasoning about
these choices and opinions..

To be able to express oneself ,is very

important to provide a feedback and increase understanding and per-?
ception.

This forms a good starting point to enable students to

begin to shape opinions and be able to verbalize them.
Organizing and Evaluating Art Learning. The teacher needs
to create a set of circumstances where, art learning is likely to
occur . Most of these situations involve open-ended problem .solving
— -that would stimulate the student's imagination as well as inform
him in ways in which he could approach various problems. There are
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as many solutions as there are students. A sequence of problems
that would contribute to each other or reinforce each other is a
good method.
Stimulation is of major importance, It would be nice if the .
students were all self-motivated but at the outset, it is usually
up to the teacher to provide the stimulation to get the students
interested and; involved.

Sometimes the media itself will be suffi

cient to do this; but usually it depends a lot on the curiosity and
enthusiasm the teacher can inspire by his attitude and, demonstration.
In the procedure of carrying out the problem, the new- in
formation is introduced and related to what has previously been
learned with an emphasis on the formation of concepts. Introduction
of some art history can help to develop such concepts without a lot
of repetition.

The teacher will of course have to shift his approach

es to meet the individual needs and comprehension of the various
students.
The evaluation should be fourfold.
1.

Whether or not the situation has fulfilled the specific
learning objective.

2.

Group response to the situation.

3.

Individual responses of the students based upon their own
and the teacher's assessments. :

4.

Fulfillment, of the objectives in terms of learning.

\

'
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The author goes 'on to elaborate on these fom? areas of.eyaination and
to say that the evaluation of the situations is as important as the
objectives because the two affect each other and work together.
It is the act of learning, not the structure embodied in the areas
of emphasis that is important.
This chapter presents an interesting basis for an art
learning situation involving the group as a springboard for individual
learning.

It is important that the author stresses conceptual learn

ing and the end product of self-motivation.

In this way, a strong

basis is laid for progress and individual learning.

The author has

included some very specific and perceptive objectives to work, for
in the areas of visual perceptual learning, developing art-related
behavior, and visual organizational learning, and the evaluation.of
these areas.

CHAPTER 5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF
' ART EDUCATION IN AFGHANISTAN
The foregoing explains the aims and problems; of general
education and art education in Afghanistan.

Included in this dis

cussion were condensations of some American educators'•philosophies,
of art and art education.

By applying the criteria of these American

educators to the problems of Afghanistan's art education, the■
following general recommendations are made to develop and improve
the standards and status of art education in Afghanistan.
The development of the art education field in Afghanistan
will not be accomplished soon.

It-will take time to work on it.

More must be learned about ethnic groups in Afghanistan and about
their different cultures, languages and environment. The Ministry
of Education must organize studies to collect this information.

On

the basis of. its findings, the Ministry may then divide art educa
tion programs into several types according to the specific needs of
different groups.
The Ministry of Education, along with other departments
which are involved in the field of art (i.e., Ministry of Information
and Culture and the Ministry of Higher Education) need to form a
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committee and conduct a survey throughout the country. Furthermore,
they have to determine which program will be suitable in which
province.
' Afghanistan, needs to send students and teachers out of the
country to study art, especially to countries which have .more highly
developed art and art education programs. An exchange teaching
program with universities in these countries would be extremely
beneficial in comparing the art curricula of developed countries
with that of Afghanistan, and would aid in developing-, new and unique
programs for Afghan's art educational, development.
Educated people in Afghanistan need to read about art and
art education.

Therefore, Afghan scholars have to translate new

books from other languages, Art shows in galleries are another way
to give the people ideas about art.

This could be implemented by

art shows from outside countries, shows in Afghanistan for the
people and especially for art students, art teachers, and artists
to provide them with new ideas about art.
Also, advertisements on radio and in newspapers and magazines
are another way to inform the public about art and the importance
of art education.
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